


passion of my belief persuaded
my friends to give it a try.

My highly successful upline executive contacted me and asked how I was

building my business. Well until that moment I did NOT realize I was

“building a business.” My approach of sharing my passionate belief had

just motivated people several levels down to use the same approach with

their friends.

To make the story short, I became a top Double Diamond distributor in

only 10 months from the first day I tasted the product. I was making a

sizable five figure income.

How Can YOU Do This? 
I was really successful as a direct result of my belief in the product! 

We each have our own set of beliefs and assumptions for every area of

our life: Money, success, relationships, body image -- the list goes on and

on. Your beliefs may seem a mystery, but they are basically simply

emotion-packed thoughts you think over and over again, until they

become automatic.

An Example of Beliefs in Action 

As a professional success mentor, one of the entrepreneurs I work with

recently asked why he always failed to achieve his financial goals.

Edward (not his real name) said he wants more money in his life. And he

keeps on taking actions intended to create more money; but each

attempt just falls flat. This has gone on for years.

So I asked him to tell me what he BELIEVED about having more money

in his life. Here’s a list of beliefs he provided:

 

I just cannot seem to make any more money,

I guess I have just already hit my financial peak, 

I really CAN get along OK without more money, and

The tax man will just take it anyway.

I do not want to sell my soul just for more money .

So... Edward revealed he BELIEVES he would have to sell his soul to get

more money in his life, and the tax man would just take it anyway. And he

also believes he has hit his peak financially, and really CAN get along

without more money.
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This set of beliefs does NOT
support his desire to have more
money in his life.

 

Edward’s financial goals definitely fly in the face of his beliefs. And in fact,

he had unwittingly used his beliefs against himself for years. But once we

pulled his beliefs out into the daylight of his rational conscious mind, they

lost a good deal of their power.

But the next step he took is what you need to know about. Edward began

to seriously use visualization and subliminal programming to FIRST

renovate his beliefs about money. And he almost immediately began to

see shifts in his ability to achieve his previously impossible goals. Old

limiting beliefs CAN be replaced with success-affirming positive thoughts.

Putting This to Work in YOUR Life
Do YOU believe in the business or product you represent? If NOT, that

would place you in a position of trying to convince (manipulate) your

prospects to try your product, or become a business builder.

Anyone (and everyone) can tell the difference between positive

passionate excitement and an attempt to manipulate them. A recent

scientific study even proved this is true on the telephone!

If you DO passionately believe in your product, but do NOT believe in

your own ability to share it with others – that is a entirely different

problem. The only way to overcome this is to create new positive beliefs.

  

Creating a New Positive Belief
There’s something very important I want to share with you: It does NOT

matter if you believe these new positive beliefs about yourself at first.

Your mind is a creature of habit.

The more often you focus on your
new positive beliefs, the faster
they will be taken into your
subconscious mind and replace
your old limiting beliefs!
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